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A

t the Mikhailovsky theatre of Saint
Petersburg, The Elixir of love,
Donizetti’s masterpiece, directed by the
young director Daniele Rustioni. Learco
Saporito illustrates the benefits of
democracy as a political system. From
Uruguay soprano Luz Del Alba, who
sings passionately. The advantages of
visible management in Edoardo
Lombardi’s words.

The Italian

behind the scenes

Freedom

The ancient world has always been
an example and a spur for modern
governments
“THE SCHOOL OF
ATHENS”, A FRESCO
BY RAFFAELLO.
L’AFFRESCO “LA
SCUOLA DI ATENE”
DI RAFFAELLO.
реска « кола в
Афинах»
афаэля.
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опрано уз ель
Альба во время
исполнения оперы
ерди « равиата»

Teutoburg’s map battle

to be taken prisoners. They left troops to
their fate: their behaviour clearly demonstrated their detachment from the men
they led. The morning after, under an
even heavier rain, the last legionaries,
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Soprano Luz del Alba Rubio, a talent of
international opera

O

pera has always been highly
appreciated over the centuries and is often looking for new talents. And this is the case of soprano
Luz del Alba Rubio, a Uruguayan
who has been living in Italy for several years. After her debut in Rome
with the Rigoletto in 1999, this singer is gradually climbing rankings
among top performers. She grew up
in the dark years of dictatorship. “I
was born in Punta del Este and grew
up playing with books, while looking
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at my father, a journalist, typing and
listening to symphonic music. There
was dictatorship and listening to music with lyrics talking of democracy
and freedom was strictly forbidden.
Due to my father’s job, sometimes
we would find death threats nailed
to the door. I was effervescent, I
wanted revolution, and I studied law
at the university. We would meet in
hidden places, listen to forbidden
music, until one day the police found
us and imprisoned us”. Then fortuR
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nately music came to her rescue. “I
used to sing in a chorus and in 1992
we were chosen to represent Uruguay at the Expo Seville, but when I
arrived in Europe I decided to stay. I
had a hard life in the first years. I had
no money and I worked as a babysitter and in some restaurants, and
then sang in the chorus at the Geneva theatre. Then I came to Paris to
practice singing”. When did you feel
you had a gift for music? “At the cinema, when I saw the Othello. I had

quiet and sullen, dutifully obeyed orders
from centurions and formed defensive
squares. Their courage and sense of belonging allowed them to fight back several attacks, but their number was diminishing and enemies captured two eagles. A tragic end awaited those legionaries who were captured alive. Some of
the prisoners were nailed to trees; others

were burned alive or were sacrificed to
the forest gods on improvised altars. Rome was shocked by the disaster. Augustus burst in tears and let out his famous
cry: “Vare, redde mihi legions”; then he
wandered for several months in torn clothes, his unkempt hair and beard as a
sign of mourning. After that event, Rome decided to leave the territory between the Rhine and Elbe rivers and therefore renounce “Romanization” of Germans. This had major historic consequences: if Germans had assimilated the
Roman culture, this would have originated a great power that would have dominated the Western world, and the history
of Europe would have been thus much
more different.What is particularly interesting from a managerial viewpoint in
this story is the figure and personality of
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Publius Quinctilius Varus. During his
mandate in Germany he had proved himself avid and inclined to a policy of oppression against subjected tribes, which
were despoiled of all their already scarce
resources. Shut up in his residence, he
had only contacts with local noblemen
and his knowledge of the situation was
only based on what he was reported. He
was isolated from the context where he
lived and this led to many problems. During the battle he showed off uncertainty
and the lack of an emotional relation
with his legionaries, who fought heroically, though without lead. The extreme
evidence of indifference towards his men
was his decision to commit
suicide not to be captured alive, a decision that left the
troops to their fate. In the business world Varo’s figure
suggests some interesting
considerations about leadership. The great political and
military leaders, from Gandhi
to Napoleon, have always led
people being in the front line.
Today any leader, if he wants
to succeed, has to exercise his
leadership at the front line,
not from the headquarters. All changes
that are needed can be perceived in advance and in a better way when leaders
are in contact with a customer or a competitor, not being alone in a meeting
room looking at slides. Says Tom Peters:
“As soon as a new trend in the world
gets known and is described in writing, it
is too late, the market is already lost. In
our leadership role, we can only catch it
on being on the spot”. Being on the spot
means to be present exactly where the
action takes place. It is a managerial
theory in itself, which is based on the following considerations:Today the main
enemy of managers is distorted information. Managers, shut up in their offices,
are kept far from the truth by a series of
systems, all of them set up to “save”
them from banalities and allow them to
X
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focus on the great problems. But the real
and true information is only present at
the front line. Contacts have to be casual
and occur with several people so that
leaders can seize different perspectives
and viewpoints. During scheduled visits
to a peripheral unit, a manager will be
inevitably screened from reality by the

countless precautions his subordinates
take in order to make his visit satisfactory. Yet for a manager it is easier to develop his own vision when finding himself on the spot, where he can also find
an answer to a fundamental question:
does my vision correspond with the reality I’m carrying out? Should the Teutoburg battle have had a positive outcome
for Romans, maybe there would have
been a different world, but a different
outcome would have only been possible
if Varo had exerted his leadership in line
with Peters’ remarks. Unfortunately the
two never met!
The theme has been argument of a
transmission of Navigator in Time on the
Mediolanum channel which transmits
through SKY with the number 803
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never listened to the opera, because my country is famous for tourism, sea and the casino.” Today
music is a never ending challenge
for Luz. “Performing at the theatre
is a constant physical training, like
say: today I sing “The magic flute”
in California, tomorrow I take the
plane and go to Warsaw, and the
day after I sing again. For an artist,
shutting the theatre doors does not
mean his job is over. I give vent to
my feelings on the stage, but in real
L
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*Vice-president and managing director of the Mediolanum Bank. Vice-president
of Mediolanum S.p.A .Past chief executive officer at Procter&Gamble Italy and the
Ferrarelle Sangemini Group.In 1987, he was appointed chief executive officer at
Fininvest Italy in the finance and insurance division. Afterwards he became and
currently is Vice-president of the Mediolanum S.p.A, Vice-president and managing director of the Mediolanum Bank, managing director of the Mediolanum Vita. In addition, he is also Adviser at the Esperia Bank and managing director of
the Mediolanum insurance.

Augustus

Germany map at Varo’s time

U

level of the social state. Our
people want a government that
proposes concrete solutions to
the problems of the country.
Italian people would like to see
the creation of a liberal and
democratic political system
that, according to Galli della
Loggia – a university teacher
and a prominent Italian politician – should be based on meritocracy, individual initiative op-

political systems or the least
worst; therefore the leaders of
a state need to be legitimated
by popular consent, otherwise
they make up a minority group
with no legitimacy. This is happening in many countries and
recently in Italy, too, when political forces deemed it necessary to reorganise welfare and
did not take into account social
security, which is the highest
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posed to ruling statism and taking up the challenges of our
present, for which solidarity is
needed. Today Italy needs a
democratic state, like it was
Athens, but mainly needs historians and politicians like Pericles, who strived to establish
democracy despite the wars
and sacrifices this choice would
have implied. Will Rome be the
new democratic Athens?
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by Matteo d’Altilia

DURANTE UN
INTERPRETAZIONE
DELL’OPERA
“TRAVIATA” DI
VERDI

diers who had lagged behind were the
first to be slaughtered. Under a rain of javelins and arrows the column tried to
reach a clear area onto which build a fortified camp. With their traditional efficiency, Romans built it before sunset and
took shelter for the night. The morning
after they left the camp and lined up for
the battle. But Arminius avoided the engagement and retreated: Romans formed once again the column and started
again their march. At that point Arminius
launched a much more decisive attack,
managing to break the column. Then Varus, who was wounded, ordered his
troops to retreat, hoping to leave the forest and reach Hatten. Germans were encouraged by this situation. At nightfall, it
became clear that the column, now burdened with many wounded soldiers, was
entrapped. During the night Varus and
his officers committed suicide so as not

L i f e

X

not only the political system of
a nation, but should permeate
everyday’s life. The freedom
principle imposes respect for
everybody. Democracy prevents
us from carrying out illegal
deeds and imposes laws and
magistrates to help the victims
of injustice, who should not be
offended by non-written orders. Daniel Gaxie used to say
that democracy is the best of

music

SOPRANO LUZ DEL
ALBA PERFORMING
“TRAVIATA” BY
VERDI
LA SOPRANO
LUZ DEL ALBA

The importance of
Visible Management
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Thucydides, was the political
and cultural model that inspired the ancient world. “Our
regime – reminded Pericles –
does not intend to accept foreign laws as a model, as we
ourselves are examples and imitators”. When political choices
are made not by a restricted
number of people but by a majority, then we are in a democracy. Freedom should concern

Nightingale

From Varo’s defeat in the Teutoburg battle, a lesson
for today’s managers

L

n his book dedicated to the
speech pronounced by Pericles in 431 B.C., on the occasion of the official ceremony for
the fallen of the Peloponnese,
the great historian Thucydides
offers several hints for a universal consideration of the democratic ideal, praising Democracy
as the political system to which
the whole world should look.
Ancient Athens, according to

The Soul

by Edoardo Lombardi*
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lawyer and scholar, he has edited several
legal publications and was professor of
Public and Administrative Law at different Italian
universities. He was Senator of the Italian Republic, elected from the ranks of Alleanza Nazionale. He currently holds the Chair of Public Law at
the Telematic University "Guglielmo Marconi" in
Rome. He was a member of the Commissions
for Constitutional Affairs, Defence, Mafia-related problems, and Public Education. During the
14th legislature, he was appointed Under-secretary of State for Civil Service. He is President of
the National Association of Emigrant Families,
member of the Union of Catholic Jurists, he is
married and has two children.

Democracy is



he column made up of three Roman
legions and auxiliaries marched
slowly under a heavy rain along the
paths of the forests of northern Germany, in that part of the country where
the city of Osnabruk rises. Twenty thousand men, led by Publius Quinctilius Varus, the Roman army commander in Germany, were marching forming a column
of some kilometres. Men were tense and
nervous. They were frightened by that
desolate and monotonous landscape made of low forested hills and marshy valleys. The legionaries, almost all of them
coming from Italy or the other Mediterranean regions, felt uneasy and shuddered
in their wet mantles while nervously clasping their arms. It was autumn of the
year 9 A.D. and the legions were heading
to Hatten, where they had their winter
quarters. Augustus, after Actium victory,
had undertaken to consolidate the empire frontiers. In the previous years he had
extended the northern frontier from the
Rhine to the Elbe river in order to create
a territorial buffer that could stop German incursion into Gaul. His plan was

by Learco Saporito*
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ихайловском театре анктпетербурга опера-шедевр оницетти
« юбовный напиток», дирижер – молодой
и талантливый аниэле устиони. еарко
апорито показывает сильные стороны
демократии как политической системы.
опрано уз ель Альба – из Уругвая со
страстными песнями. люсы видимого
менеджмента объясняет Эдуардо
омбарди.
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GOVERNATRICE DI
SAN PIETROBURGO
VALENTINA
MATVENKO
а этой странице:
аниэле
устиони.
ладимир ехман
с мэром анктетербурга
алентиной
атвиенко.
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l teatro Mikhailovsky di San
Pietroburgo, L’Elisir d’amore
italiano, l’opera-capolavoro di
Donizetti, diretta dalla giovane
bacchetta Daniele Rustioni. Learco
Saporito illustra i vantaggi della
democrazia quale sistema politico.
Dall’Uruguay la soprano Luz Del Alba,
cantando con passione. I vantaggi
della vicinanza del management
visibile nelle parole di Edoardo
Lombardi.

carried out by his adopted
child Tiberius, who overcame
the fierce resistance of Germans and who in 5 A.D. managed to impose Roman dominion onto those peoples.
The year after Tiberius was replaced by Varus, who had previously been governor of Syria.
Varus greatly appreciated Arminius, a young nobleman
from the Cherusci tribe, who
had served as an auxiliary in
the Roman army and had also
attained Roman citizenship.
Unfortunately, Arminius deeply hated Rome, which led him to plan a revolt based
on a very ingenious plan. While marching
towards his destination, Varus was informed that a rising had occurred near the
Weser river. It was actually a false information Arminius had artfully circulated
to convince the column to deviate towards the Teutoburg
forest, a treacherous
terrain: here rebels
were preparing an
ambush. Arminius’
plan succeeded and
legions changed direction. This decision
would have proved
to be fatal for Varus.
At first Arminius and
his auxiliaries, still
not suspected, stayed with the column and acted as guides; the first sign that something strange
was going to happen was their sudden
disappearance at night. The morning after Germans attacked. Those Roman sol-

GOVERNOR OF

SAINT PETERSBURG
VALENTINA
MATVENKO
IN QUESTE PAGINE,
DANIELE RUSTIONI.
VLADIMIR
KEKHMAN INSIEME

Donizetti’s masterpiece,
directed by the young director
Daniele Rustioni, takes the
audience of the St. Petersburg
Mikhailovskij theatre by storm
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IN THESE PAGES,
DANIELE RUSTIONI.
VLADIMIR
KEKHMAN WITH

Love Elixir
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life I am a simple person. I know
very well how to work as nurse,
how to be a waiter and speak six
languages. I have a lot of dreams,
such as singing an opera with Zeffirelli, maybe at the Scala theatre.
Among the authors, I prefer Bellini
with “The somnambulist” and Donizetti with “Elixir of love”. I really
love Mozart. I have a high register,
an important vocal extension. It’s
lyricism that makes me perform in
this way”.
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THE CARIATYDS

OF THE
ACROPOLIS OF
ATHENS.
LE CARIATIDI
DELL’ACROPOLI
DI ATENE

ариатиды
Афинского
Акрополя

music

The Italian

Love Elixir
Donizetti’s masterpiece,
directed by the young director
Daniele Rustioni, takes the
audience of the St. Petersburg
Mikhailovskij theatre by storm

by Ettore F. Volontieri

IN THESE PAGES,
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IMAGES OF THE
PLAY L’ELISIR
D’AMORE AT THE
MIKHAILOVSKIJ
THEATRE.
IMMAGINI DELLA
RAPPRESENTAZIONE
DE L’ELISIR
D’AMORE AL
TEATRO
MIKHAILOVSKIJ.

зображения
спектакля
«юбовный
напиток» в
ихайловском
"еатре.

T

he Italian opera, which has always been appreciated in the
world, still takes fans by storm.
After a promising start last January with the Rustic Chivalry, the
Mikhailovskij theatre presented a
new step of the ambitious project
devoted to the Italian opera carried out by director Vladimir Kekhman, the man behind the rebirth
of the historic St. Petersburg theatre, which this year celebrates its
175 years of activity. Last 27 May
– on the occasion of the city celebrations – Fabio Sparvoli staged
The Elixir of Love by Gaetano Donizetti, in collaboration with two
undisputable masters of the Italian theatre like scenographer
Mauro Carosi and costume-designer Odette Nicoletti. The protagonist was orchestra director Daniele Rustoni, who is already a celebrity in St. Petersburg, and who
deserves the credit of having revolutionised the orchestra sound in a
L
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really skilful way, considering his
young age, 25. The cast included
some established Italian artists
and several young promising Russian artists: alongside with the
“Nemorino” played by the already
famous Francesco Meli, novice
Ekaterina Sadovnikova showed
great stylistic control and excellent
attitudes playing “Adina”, while
the already successful “Dulcamara” by Pietro Spagnoli – his really
outstanding characterisation of
the character aroused applauses
from an amused audience – was
effectively matched by the young
Vassily Ladiuk, also at his debut in
the role of “Belcore”. Also worth
mentioning was the performance
of the chorus, which was musically well-prepared and even better directed by Fabio Sparsoli, resulting in an individual and lively
acting that represented one of the
most beautiful surprises of the
evening. A memorable success
R
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and over 20 minutes of applause
greeted the end of the performance by St. Petersburg spectators, who were galvanized by the
encore of the “Secretive tear”,
generously granted by Franceso
Meli, literally overwhelmed with
requests. Amid the audience, several important Russian personalities stood out, from the first lady
Svetlana Medvedeva (in a private
visit to the city) to St. Petersburg
governor Valentina Matvenko,
who undoubtedly deserves a
mention for the monumental
bouquet of red roses offered to
the very good performers of an
all-Italian musical festival. And
now we can only wait for the next
episode of this successful “saga”
to see what surprise artistic directors Elena Obrastzova and Vladimir Kekhman are preparing for
the more and more numerous and
affectionate audience of the Mikhailovskij theatre.

L i f e

From Milan to St. Petersburg

O

rchestra director Daniele Rustoni, a young talented director
from Milan, feels at home in St. Petersburg. Though very
young, 25, Rustioni has been immediately trusted by Elena
Obrastzova and Vladimir Kekhman, who appointed him the
main host director of the Mikhailovskij Theatre. He will be responsible for the development of the Italian repertoire, one of
the guidelines of the new management of the second theatre
in St. Petersburg.At the same time he has won the competition
as the first assistant of Tony Pappano at the Covent Garden,
and will make his debut with “La Bohème” at the Turin Teatro
Regio. We will surely hear a lot of talking about him in future.
Events at the Mikhailovskij theatre
From 21 to 27 July 2008 – London, Coliseum Theatre
The Mikhailovskij Theatre Ballet (director: Karen Durgaryan)
Kachaturyan – Spartak/Adam – Giselle
October 2008 – St. Petersburg, Mikhailovskij Theatre
Chaikovskij – Evgheny Onegin - New production
November 2008 - St. Petersburg, Mikhailovskij Theatre
Prokofiev – Romeo and Juliet (director: Karen Durgaryan)
December 2008 – St. Petersburg, Mikhailovskij Theatre
Bizet – Carmen (director: Daniele Rustioni) New production

Da Milano a San Pietroburgo

I

l direttore d’orchestra Daniele Rustioni, giovane talento milanese della bacchetta, è ormai di casa a San Pietroburgo. A soli 25 anni ha subito guadagnato la fiducia di Elena Obrastzova
e di Vladimir Kekhman che l’hanno nominato Principale Direttore Ospite del Mikhailovskij. Sarà lui il responsabile dello sviluppo del repertorio italiano, una delle linee guida della nuova gestione del secondo palcoscenico pietroburghese. Contemporaneamente ha vinto il concorso come Primo Assistente di Tony
Pappano al Covent Garden e debutterà con “La Bohème” al
Teatro Regio di Torino. Sentiremo senz’altro parlare molto di lui
in futuro.
Appuntamenti al Teatro Mikhailovskij
Balletto del Teatro Mikhailovskij (direttore : Karen Durgaryan)
Kachaturyan – Spartak / Adam – Giselle
Ottobre 2008 – San Pietroburgo, Teatro Mikhailovskij
Chaikovskij – Evgheny Onegin (Nuova produzione)
Novembre 2008 – San Pietroburgo, Teatro Mikhailovskij
Prokofiev – Romeo e Giulietta (direttore : Karen Durgaryan)
Dicembre 2008 – San Pietroburgo, Teatro Mikhailovskij
Bizet – Carmen (direttore : Daniele Rustioni) Nuova produzione

з илана в анкт-етербург



аниэле устиони, молодой талантливый дирижер из илана,
обосновался в !анкт-етербурге.  свои 25 он быстро завоевал
доверие лены Образцовой и ладимира ехмана, которые и
назначили его главным приглашенным дирижером театра. менно
благодаря ему одним из основных направлений новой труппы второго
театра !анкт-етербурга стала итальянская программа. !овсем
недавно он стал ассистентом "они аппано из британского «овентарден», и их первой работой станет «огема» в "еатре еджио в
"урине. ез сомнения, мы еще не раз услышим о нем в будущем.
видания с ихайловским еатром
! 21 по 27 июля 2008 – ондон, "еатр олизей
алет ихайловского "еатра (дирижер : арина ургарян)
$ачатурян – «!партак» / Адам – «изель»
Октябрь 2008 – !анкт-етербург, ихайловский театр
%айковский – «вгений Онегин» (овая постановка)
оябрь 2008 - !анкт-етербург, ихайловский театр
рокофьев – « омео и жульетта» (дирижер : арина ургарян)
екабрь 2008 - !анкт-етербург, ихайловский театр
изе – «армен» (дирижер : аниэле устиони) (новая постановка)
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L’elisir d’amore italiano
L’opera-capolavoro di Donizetti, diretta dalla giovane bacchetta
Daniele Rustioni, conquista la platea del Teatro Mikhailovskij di
San Pietroburgo

L’

opera italiana, da sempre apprezzata nel mondo continua
ad accendere gli animi degli appassionati. Dopo il promettente
inizio con Cavalleria Rusticana
nel gennaio scorso, il Teatro Mikhailovskij ha presentato una
nuova puntata dell’ambizioso
progetto dedicato all’opera italiana voluto dal Direttore Vladimir Kekhman, artefice della rina-

scita dello storico teatro pietroburghese che quest’anno festeggia i suoi 175 anni di attività. Lo
scorso 27 Maggio – in occasione
della Festa della Città – è andato
in scena L’elisir d’amore di Gaetano Donizetti nella messa in
scena di Fabio Sparvoli, realizzata da due indiscussi maestri del
teatro italiano come lo scenografo Mauro Carosi e la costumista

Odette Nicoletti. Protagonista su
tutti il direttore d’orchestra Daniele Rustioni, che a San Pietroburgo è già una celebrità, al quale va il merito di aver rivoluzionato il suono dell’orchestra con
una sapienza davvero inaspettata per i suoi 25 anni. Il cast ha visto sulla scena alcuni affermati
artisti italiani confrontarsi con
giovani promesse russe : accanto

al “Nemorino” del già celebre
Francesco Meli, la debuttante
Ekaterina Sadovnikova ha dato
prova di grande controllo stilistico e mostrato splendide movenze nella parte di “Adina”, mentre
al rodatissimo “Dulcamara” di
Pietro Spagnoli – strepitosa la sua
caratterizzazione del personaggio che ha più volte fatto scattare l’applauso divertito del pubblico – ha ben figurato il giovane
Vassily Ladiuk, anche lui al debutto nel ruolo di “Belcore”. Da rilevare la prestazione del coro, ben
preparato musicalmente e me-

L

glio istruito da Fabio Sparsoli con
il risultato di una recitazione individuale e spigliata che ha costituito una delle più belle sorprese
della serata. Un successo memorabile e oltre 20 minuti di applausi hanno salutato la fine dello
spettacolo da parte degli spettatori pietroburghesi, galvanizzati
dal “bis” della “Furtiva lacrima”
concesso con appassionata generosità da Francesco Meli, letteralmente subissato di richieste: nel
pubblico spiccava la presenza di
personalità importantissime della
società russa, dalla first Lady
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Svetlana Medvedeva (in visita privata nella città), alla Governatrice
di San Pietroburgo Valentina
Matvenko alla quale spetta senza
alcun dubbio una menzione per il
monumentale bouquet di rose
rosse offerto ai bravissimi interpreti di una festa della musica
tutta italiana. Ed ora non resta
che aspettare il prossimo episodio di questa fortunata “saga” e
quale sorpresa i direttori artistici
Elena Obrastzova e Vladimir
Kekhman preparano per il sempre più numeroso e affezionato
pubblico del Teatro Mikhailovskij.
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IMAGES OF THE PLAY
L’ELISIR D’AMORE
AT THE

MIKHAILOVSKIJ
THEATRE. TOP,
DANIELE RUSTIONI
IMMAGINI DELLA

RAPPRESENTAZIONE
DE L’ELISIR D’AMORE
AL TEATRO
MIKHAILOVSKIJ. IN
ALTO, DANIELE
RUSTIONI

зображения
спектакля
«юбовный
напиток» в
ихайловском
"еатре. верху:
аниэле устиони
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Эликсир итальянской любви

Шедевральная опера Доницетти и молодой дирижер Даниэле Рустиони
завоевывают публику Михайловского театра Санкт-Петербурга



тальянская опера, по достоинству оцененная всем миром,
продолжает будоражить сердца поклонников. осле многообещающей премьеры «!ельской чести» в
январе, ихайловский театр представил еще один проект, посвященный итальянской опере, при поддержке ладимира ехмана, которому удалось возродить былую
славу знаменитого петербургского
театра, отпраздновавшего в этом
году 175-летие. 27 мая – по случаю
ня орода – состоялась премьера
«юбовного напитка» аэтано оницетти, поставленная #абио
!парволи и воплощенная в жизнь
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двумя неоспоримыми мастерами
итальянского классического театра
– художника-постановщика ауро
арози и художника по костюмам
Одетте иколетти. о главной
звездой проекта стал аниэле устиони, имя которого уже гремит в
!анкт-етербурге. Он смог заставить оркестр зазвучать по-революционному ново с мастреством, неожиданным для 25-летнего молодого человека. оклонники в тот вечер смогли наблюдать, как меряются силами заслуженные итальянские исполнители и многообещающие русские дебютанты. ок о бок
с еморино в исполнении знамени-
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того #ранческо ели, молодая
катерина !адовникова в роди
Адины показала прекрасную стилистическую ориентированность,
подчеркнутую изящными движениями. А рядом с ьетро !паньоли, настолько великолепно перевоплотившегося в улькамару, что
довольная публика несколько раз
апплодировала герою, шикарно исполнил свою партию асилий адюк, дебютировавший в роли елькоре. !тоит отметить и отдачу хора, прекрасно подготовленного #абио !парсоли: они показали ярко
индивидуальное непринужденное
исполнение, которое явилось одним

L i f e

из самых приятных сюрпризов вечера. Оглушительный успех и более 20
минут оваций ждали труппу в конце
спектакля. етербургские зрители
были заворожены страстным исполнением на бис «"айных слез» #ранцеско ели: в тот вечер он был в
буквальном смысле завален просьбами и заявками. !реди гостей вечера
были замечены первая леди !ветлана едведева (прибывшая в етербург с частным визитом) и мэр города алентина атвиенко, подготовившая для лучших исполнителей
настоящей итальянской музыки
огромный букет красных роз. "еперь
нам остается только ждать следующего эпизода этой удачного «саги» и
гадать, какие еще сюрпризы преподнесут лена Образцова и ладимир
ехман любящей публике ихайловского театра.

